CROSSWORD 		

TRACK EVENTS

Name: _________________________________________

ACROSS
4. The soles of track shoes are this
6. Direction of body weight after crossing hurdle
9. The sprinter puts his or her feet here at the start of the
race
11. Height in inches of hurdles in 120 yard event
13. These are an especially important part of the attire of
track participants
15. Second command when starting the dash
17. Position with hips slightly above shoulder level
18. This is passed in a relay race
20. The last runner in a relay race
21. Number of sprinters on a team for a relay race
22. Type of relay pass
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Date: ________________

DOWN
1. Federation that controls track all over the world
2. An association of colleges that oversees track events
3. Name of first sprinter in a relay race
5. Track events held here in 776 BC
7. Direction of minimum movement in crossing hurdle
8. This race involves water jumps and hurdles
10. Track clothing is usually this
12. One of the associations that control track events
13. Number of water jumps in a steeplechase
14. Another name for the dash
16. One of the five track events covered in this packet
19. Traditional number of hurdle types
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WORD SEARCH

TRACK EVENTS

Name: _________________________________________

Date: ________________

Find these words in the above puzzle. Circle the words.
Track

Set

Dashes

ICAAAA

Hurdle

Relay

Bushes

Blind

Sprinters

IAAF

Pass

Baton

Sprints

Steeplechase

Runners

Mark

Shorts

Receiver

Shoes
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